
The Human Body

INTERNAL  ORGANS



Brain - The human brain is the ‘original computer’. It is
one of the most powerful organs in the body. It allows
us to think, learn, store memories, and make judgments
while automatically controlling other areas, such as
breathing. To keep your brain active, you should get
enough sleep, stay physically active, eat a balanced diet,
and be an avid reader.

 

Heart - The heart is like a big pump made of muscles,
and it constantly pumps blood throughout our body.  It
is about the size of your fist. It is located between the
lungs, almost in the middle of the chest. The
cardiovascular system is made up of the heart and a
system of blood vessels that help circulate blood. With
each beat, the heart pumps blood through the body’s
cardiovascular system. The blood provides oxygen and
nutrients to all the organs and tissues in the body.

 

Lungs - Lungs are bag-like organs used for breathing. A
body has two lungs, one on each side of the chest.
When we inhale, air filled with oxygen flows into the
lungs. When we exhale, a gas called carbon dioxide
flows out of the lungs. A sticky liquid called mucus lines
the lungs and traps harmful substances like bacteria
and polluted air. Mucus and harmful substances leave
the lungs when we cough.

 

Stomach & Spleen–When you are ready to swallow
the food, the tongue pushes the food towards your
esophagus. The esophagus is like a stretchy pipe that
moves food from the back of your throat to your
stomach. The stomach is a stretchy sack shaped like
the letter J. Inside the stomach, the food is stored and
broken down into a liquid mixture with the help of
gastric acid. The liquid mixture is then emptied into the
intestine. Just above the stomach, there is a small fist-
shaped organ known as Spleen. The spleen makes
white blood cells and antibodies that help you fight
infection



Intestines – Intestines are long tubes. Your food may
spend as long as 4 hours in the small intestine and will
become a very thin, watery mixture. The small intestine
breaks down the food mixture even more so your body
can absorb all the vitamins, minerals, fats, proteins, and
carbohydrates. The next stop for these nutrients: is the
liver! And the leftover waste goes on to the large
intestine.

 

Liver & Gallbladder – The nutrient-rich blood comes
directly to the liver for processing. The liver filters out
wastes, turning some of the waste into more bile. The
liver even helps figure out how many nutrients will go to
the rest of the body, and how many will stay behind in
storage. The gallbladder is a small, pear-shaped organ
that stores and releases bile. Bile is the fluid that helps
digest fats in food.

 
Pancreas – The pancreas is a long, flat gland in your
belly. It sits behind the stomach and produces enzymes
that are important for digestion. Insulin and glucagon,
which help control the glucose level in the blood, are
also made in the pancreas. 

 
Bladder – The bladder is a pouch-shaped elastic organ
in the body into which urine passes from the kidneys
and is temporarily stored until discharged from the
body. The inner lining of the bladder tucks into the
folds and expands out to accommodate liquid.
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